The visual prosthesis (or ''bionic eye") has become a reality but provides a low resolution view of the world. Simulating prosthetic vision in normal-vision observers, previous studies report good face recognition ability using tasks that allow recognition to be achieved on the basis of information that survives low resolution well, including basic category (sex, age) and extra-face information (hairstyle, glasses). Here, we test within-category individuation for face-only information (e.g., distinguishing between multiple Caucasian young men with hair covered). Under these conditions, recognition was poor (although above chance) even for a simulated 40 Â 40 array with all phosphene elements assumed functional, a resolution above the upper end of current-generation prosthetic implants. This indicates that a significant challenge is to develop methods to improve face identity recognition. Inspired by ''bionic ear" improvements achieved by altering signal input to match high-level perceptual (speech) requirements, we test a high-level perceptual enhancement of face images, namely face caricaturing (exaggerating identity information away from an average face). Results show caricaturing improved identity recognition in memory and/or perception (degree by which two faces look dissimilar) down to a resolution of 32 Â 32 with 30% phosphene dropout. Findings imply caricaturing may offer benefits for patients at resolutions realistic for some current-generation or in-development implants.
Introduction
Visual prostheses can restore partial vision to individuals blinded by conditions such as retinitis pigmentosa, by bypassing the damaged photoreceptors and electrically stimulating intact neurons. Implants can target various regions including cortex (Brindley & Lewin, 1968) , optic nerve (Delbeke, Oozeer, & Veraart, 2003) , and retina (Humayun et al., 2012; Stingl et al., 2013) . Retinal prostheses, for example, can comprise an internal photodiode array which responds directly to incoming light (e.g., Retinal Implant AG subretinal device; Zrenner et al., 2011) or an internal microelectrode array that receives wireless input from an external image capturing system such as a camera placed on glasses worn by the patient (e.g., Second Sight's Argus II, Humayun et al., 2012 , and Bionic Vision Australia's epiretinal and suprachoroidal devices, Ayton et al., 2014; Tran et al., 2011) .
The resolution of current prosthetic devices is far below that of natural vision (Stingl et al., 2013) . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the stimulation of intact neurons creates a percept of 'phosphenes' (balls of light) (Brindley & Lewin, 1968; Dobelle, Mladejovsky, & Girvin, 1974) . For devices currently implanted in patients, electrode arrays vary in resolution, including a 6 Â 10 array (Humayun et al., 2012) and a 38 Â 40 array (Zrenner et al., 2011) , and the operational resolution will typically be lower than the number of electrode elements, due to some electrodes not working or being implanted over dead tissue (henceforth referred to as 'electrode dropout'). To date, no-one has shown more phosphenes than electrodes, so more electrodes can result in higher resolution, and the number of electrodes is currently the upper limit (although note that acuity http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2017.06.002 0042-6989/Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
does not necessarily scale with the number of electrodes, e.g., Humayun et al., 2012 vs Zrenner et al., 2011 .
In terms of functional performance, simulations in normalvision observers, and some patient studies, have reported that lower resolution electrode arrays (e.g., a 6 Â 10 array) can be sufficient for some tasks, such as wayfinding (i.e., walking a specified route through an environment while avoiding obstacles; Barnes et al., 2015; van Rheede, Kennard, & Hicks, 2010) and object localisation (Humayun et al., 2012) . Recognizing the basic category of common items (e.g., as a bicycle, shoe, or chair) appears to require at least 16 Â 16, and recognizing scenes (e.g., bedroom, dining room or stairs) at least 32 Â 32 (Zhao et al., 2010) .
Previous studies of face recognition
Several previous studies have also tested face recognition, all using a simulation of prosthetic vision in normal-vision observers (i.e., showing observers images similar to those in Fig. 1 ). Results Notes: 1. Resolutions ending in ''DO" had 30% electrode dropout. All others had no dropout. For Thompson, data reported are for condition where phosphene grid tiles full head, for closest match to other studies' resolution values. 2. Accuracy averaged over all conditions reported in the article. Across studies, these varied in factors such as image size, phosphene contrast level, phosphene grid shape (e.g., rectangular vs hexagonal) and, in Chang et al. (2010 Chang et al. ( , 2012 and Li et al. (2005) , whether low-level image enhancement techniques (e.g., edge detection, contrast enhancement) were included. 3. The ''Face-only" condition in Wang et al. (2014) refers to the VJFR-ROI condition, in which a face detection algorithm was used to zoom in on the internal facial features, cropping out most of the hair. ''Head" refers to all other conditions, in which the full head including hair was visible. 4. For present study, data are for Veridical faces average accuracy for Old and New trials. Note accuracy for high-resolution test faces was 88% correct, demonstrating that the poor performance for phosphenised faces was not due to failure to learn or remember the faces themselves. Fig. 1 . Simulation of phosphene appearance in a bionic eye. Examples illustrate a single female face in full-resolution color image, followed by phosphenized versions of the same face at four resolutions.
are shown in Table 1 , and generally indicate good or excellent task performance even at very low resolutions. For example, in a task that required choosing which of four faces matched a target (4AFC match-to-sample), where chance = 25%, participants scored 79% correct at 25 Â 25-with-30%-electrode-dropout (Thompson, Barnett, Humayun, & Dagnelie, 2003) , and 74% correct at the lower resolution of 16 Â 16 (without-dropout) , and remained at over 75% correct even at the remarkably low resolution of 10 Â 10 (without dropout; Vurro, Baselli, Orabona, & Sandini, 2006) . In a different task requiring identifying familiar colleagues from 15 possibilities, where chance = 6.7%, accuracy in naming the colleague was an excellent 84% correct at only 16 Â 16 (without-dropout; Chang, Kim, Shin, & Park, 2012) ; and accuracy was lowered slightly but still very good in a version using different faces and requiring recognition of 18 colleagues (Wang et al., 2014 : chance = 5.6%, 88% correct for 32 Â 32, 65% for 24 Â 24). Overall, these results suggest strikingly good performance, even at very low resolutions (e.g., just a 10 Â 10 or 16 Â 16 array). One question is the extent to which this good performance relies specifically on face information and on recognizing individual identity. As described in Table 1 , the tasks and/or face stimuli in these studies potentially allowed for good performance to be supported, at least on some trials, by either general category information in the images (such as sex, race, or age group, e.g., young adult vs. elderly), and/or extra-face information (such as presence/ absence of glasses, presence/absence of facial hair, or hairstyle including length and/or brightness). As evidence for the use of such cues, Chang et al. noted that many of their participants spontaneously reported using hairstyle to assist performance (e.g., using the length of hair or the way the hair was parted; Chang, Kim, & Park, 2010 , p. 225, plus personal communication from Min Hye Chang, 2014 , and data from Wang et al. (2014) show that removing most of the hair reduced accuracy (see Table 1 ''head" versus ''face-only" conditions) despite the fact that this procedure also increased the resolution of the face region (i.e., the same number of phosphenes was now tiling only the face region, rather than the whole head). In some studies, category and extra-face information seems likely to have contributed rather substantially to performance (e.g., in Thompson et al., 2003 , the example trial shown in their Fig. 3 requires recognizing an elderly white-haired woman from three distractors comprising younger women with darker hair).
Importantly, face-category and extra-face information (e.g., hair length or color) survive low resolution quite well, better than more detailed information such as the exact shape of an individual's eye. Thus, these previous studies do not address the question of how good face recognition is likely to be in bionic vision when within-category discrimination of individuals is required and only face information is informative, such as when telling apart several young adult Caucasian men with similar hairstyles.
Rationale for testing recognition as face-only, within-category individuation
While face category and extra-face cues can form an important part of recognizing real people in everyday life (e.g., Ellis, Shepherd, & Davies, 1979; Haig, 1986; Sinha, 2002; Yip & Sinha, 2002) , they can also be insufficiently reliable in many real world settings. They would be of relatively little help, for example, at a business meeting where all attendees are middle-aged men with short dark hair and are all dressed similarly (e.g., dark suits). Additionally, extraface cues are readily changeable in everyday life, and thus are not a stable cue to identity: a woman may cut her long hair short, or a man may shave off his moustache. Finally, category and extraface cues are more useful when the task is to recognize a person from a relatively small pool of possibilities (e.g., where only one person might have white hair), and less so, for example, if the real world task is to determine whether a person approaching you on the footpath is someone you know (i.e., where the task is to determine if they match any of potentially hundreds of possibilities).
As evidence that category and extra-face information can often be insufficient for real world recognition of other people, individuals with prosopagnosia -the inability to recognize faces following brain injury -often perform well on laboratory tests that include category and hair information (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006) , and yet report severe functional difficulties with recognizing people in everyday life (e.g., they can report failing to recognize even family members)
1 . Their real world face recognition deficit is accurately diagnosed by laboratory tasks only when the tests require discrimination amongst people of a single race, sex and age group, without hair, facial hair or glasses (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006; McKone et al., 2011) . Finally, we note that while no data are available from real bionic eye patients concerning their ability to recognize faces, relevant results are available from other patients who suffer low resolution vision. Specifically, in macular degeneration, which destroys central vision leaving patients with only low acuity peripheral vision, patients report significant problems with recognizing other people's faces not only in lab settings, but also for real people seen in everyday life (Bullimore, Bailey, & Wacker, 1991; Schmier & Halpern, 2006; Tejeria, Harper, Artes, & Dickinson, 2002 ). This Fig. 2 . Theory and caricaturing: Some of the visual processing areas that respond to faces. Previous techniques for improving prosthetic face recognition have targeted low level vision in early visual areas. The caricaturing method is aimed at coding of shape information in mid-and high-lever processing regions. LGN = lateral geniculate nucleus; LOC = lateral occipital complex; PFS = posterior fusiform gyrus; OFA = occipital face area; STS = superior temporal sulcus; FFA = fusiform face area; AFP = anterior face patch.
1 This poor face identification can have significant social impacts. People affected by prosopagnosia report significant problems in everyday social interactions, and social stress arising from this (Yardley, McDermott, Pisarski, Duchaine, & Nakayama, 2008) . For example, they report that other people often think they are being rude because they have ignored them (due to failure to recognize the person), or that they cannot understand why other people treat them rudely (especially if they are unaware they have developmental prosopagnosia, and therefore do not realize they are regularly ignoring people). Additionally, even within the non-prosopagnosic normal range of face recognition abilities, people's ability to tell apart individuals based on face-only information is correlated with social anxiety, such that poorer normal-range face identification predicts higher social anxiety (Davis et al., 2011). argues that low-resolution access to extra-face information (e.g., hairstyle) is not sufficient to support reliable real world recognition in many settings.
Together, the observations above suggest that previous studies (Table 1) may have given researchers an overly optimistic view of how good bionic-eye face recognition is likely to be in many everyday life settings in real bionic eye patients.
The first aim of the present study, therefore, was to evaluate face recognition performance in simulated prosthetic vision using tasks requiring processing of individual-level identity (e.g., discriminating amongst several young adult Caucasian men), and without extra-face cues available (i.e., no hairstyle, glasses etc.). We did so at five image resolutions (Fig. 1) . From highest to lowest, these were: high-resolution full color images; a 40 Â 40 grid size with no electrode dropout (40 Â 40ND); 40 Â 40 with 30% electrode dropout (40 Â 40DO); 32 Â 32 with 30% dropout (32 Â 32DO); and 16 Â 16 with 30% dropout (16 Â 16DO). Our reasons for selecting these particular resolutions were as follows. The three lower resolutions match those used in previous face recognition studies (see Table 1 ) and/or current implanted or indevelopment devices (e.g., 32 Â 32DO condition is similar to the device proposed by Tran et al. (2011) , and the 40 Â 40DO is similar to the Zrenner et al., 2011, 38 Â 40 implanted device). Our 40 Â 40ND condition is higher resolution than any current implants and was included to evaluate whether future improvements in resolution (e.g., photovoltaic retinal prosthesis, Wang et al., 2012) might improve face recognition to normal viewing levels. The high-resolution full color condition was tested to provide a control condition reflecting normal-vision performance, to which the prosthetic vision conditions could be compared.
1.3. Can identity recognition be improved? Caricaturing as a method for enhancing high-level face coding Our second aim was to test an image enhancement method that might improve face recognition in prosthetic vision. Barnes et al. showed that different vision processing methods can lead to improved results in implanted patients (Barnes et al., 2016) , and several studies have begun exploring image enhancement in simulated prosthetic vision for complex visual functions (e.g., object recognition, or reading, Dagnelie, Barnett, Humayun, & Thompson, 2006; Lu et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2010) . For face recognition, methods used to date have targeted only early stages of the visual processing pathway (e.g., up to and including V1), with studies reporting that Gaussian filtering (Li, Zhang, Zhang, & Hu, 2005) and edge enhancement (Chang et al., 2010 (Chang et al., , 2012 can improve face recognition at specific prosthetic resolutions. Importantly, however, face recognition -particularly coding of the shape information in faces -is additionally supported by multiple cortical regions in mid-and high-level vision (Fig. 2) , including for example V4, Lateral Occipital Complex, Occipital Face Area, and Fusiform Face Area (e.g., Duchaine & Yovel, 2015; Kanwisher & Dilks, 2013) . No previous studies have used image enhancements targeted at these mid-/high-level stages of face processing.
Doing so potentially offers additional benefits. In the history of the development of the ''bionic ear" (cochlear implant), for exam- Fig. 3 . Theory and caricaturing: face-space. A. Perceptual face-space (i.e., how faces are represented in the brain) and how it explains improved performance with caricaturing. The dimensions coded on the axes remain unknown but might represent, for example, attributes such as lip thickness or width of the face. B. Example of face caricaturing. Note how, as the image of the natural face (Veridical) is physically altered away from the average, the thicker-than-average lips become still thicker, the squarerthan-average jawline become squarer, and the smaller-than-average nose-lip distance become smaller. Average-identity face made by averaging together faces of multiple real people of a given sex, race, age-group and viewpoint. ple, patients' speech recognition performance has been improved by signal manipulations designed specifically to match the way the human cognitive system processes and perceives speech (e.g., coding formant structure, Dowell, Seligman, Blamey, & Clark, 1987) . Such speech-specific enhancements can be additional to lower-level manipulations that enhance all auditory perception (e.g., increasing the sound resolution via more spectral bands, Koch, Osberger, Segel, & Kessler, 2004) . In the ''bionic eye", it is thus plausible that face recognition might be improved by signal (image) manipulations designed specifically to enhance processing of face identity-related information in higher-level cortical vision.
One key way in which higher-level vision codes faces is via a perceptual face-space (Fig. 3A) , in which individual faces are coded in terms of how their particular characteristics differ from the average face (Lee, Byatt, & Rhodes, 2000; Valentine, 1991) . The average lies at the center of the perceptual space, each individual face lies in a location determined by its values on multiple underlying dimensions that vary between real-world faces (e.g., eye height, length of nose etc.; note the actual dimensions that facespace uses remain unknown), and the density of faces is lower in peripheral than more central regions of the space (because values on dimensions are normally distributed in the real-world faces that provide the input on which perceptual face-space is formed).
Face-space coding then implies that an effective way to improve the ability to tell apart individual faces should be to exaggerate the specific way a natural face image-referred to as the Veridical image-differs from the average face Valentine, 1991) . This procedure is called caricaturing, and is illustrated in Fig. 3B .
Caricaturing is conducted on physical images of the faces, using morphing software. Typically, researchers mark 100+ key landmark points on each Veridical face (usually by hand), plus corresponding points in the same locations on the average face. Each Veridical face is then morphed away from the average by exaggerating distances between the target-face and average-face landmark locations. Consequently, the original face image is altered such that features and distances between features that are larger than average are made larger still, and those that are smaller than average become even smaller. For example, a person with a long chin, close-set eyes, and small mouth, when caricatured will have all these attributes exaggerated simultaneously, so that the chin becomes even longer, eyes more close-set, and mouth even smaller. Fig. 3A illustrates how caricaturing advantages are explained theoretically (e.g., Valentine, 1991) . Specifically, the physical caricature shifts the coded location of the image in perceptual facespace, away from the center and along a vector drawn between the average and the original veridical face. Staying on this vector preserves perception of the basic identity of the face, but makes it appear more distinctive (i.e., it will ''stand out more in a crowd"), and also ensures it looks more different from all other faces (Rhodes, Brennan, & Carey, 1987; Valentine, 1991) . This means, for example, that if two faces are shown simultaneously, then they will be perceived as more different from each other when caricatured than when Veridical, because caricaturing necessarily places them further apart in face-space (left panel of Fig. 3A) . In regards to recognizing the identity of a face (as is measured in an old-new recognition task), caricaturing improves face memory because it moves the Veridical face into a region of face-space with lower density of real-world exemplars. This means that the caricatured version has fewer confusable neighbours (Valentine, 1991; Valentine & Bruce, 1986) ; in the right panel of Fig. 3A , faces falling within the dotted ring around the target face are similar enough to be confused with it.
Empirically, previous studies have confirmed that caricatured versions of faces are often recognized more accurately and rapidly than the original veridical face. Since photographic (rather than merely line drawing) caricaturing was introduced, most such studies have tested only high resolution faces (e.g., Benson & Perrett, 1991; Calder, Young, Benson, & Perrett, 1996; Chang, Levine, & Benson, 2002; Frowd, Bruce, Ross, McIntyre, & Hancock, 2007; Itz, Schweinberger, & Kaufmann, 2016; Lee & Perrett, 2000; . However, in Irons et al. (2014) we also demonstrated caricature advantages in low-resolution faces, specifically blurred images (with Gaussian blur, chosen to simulate perception in age-related macular degeneration).
The effectiveness of caricaturing for blur argues it is plausible that caricaturing may also be effective for other low-resolution formats, including specifically the simulated prosthetic vision images that we test here. Thus, the second aim of the present study is to test whether caricaturing improves the ability to tell individual faces apart, using two tasks testing the situations illustrated theoretically in Fig. 3A , namely a simultaneous perception task in which observers rate how different two faces appear, and a recognition memory task (i.e., old-new decision as to whether or not a face seen in a test phase was previously learned in a study phase).
Structure of the present experiments
We report three experiments, all using simulated prosthetic vision in observers with normal visual acuity. All experiments assessed the ability to tell apart individuals of similar general category: specifically, all faces were of Caucasian young adults limited to one sex at a time (i.e., male faces were compared only to other male faces, and female faces were compared only to other female faces). We also excluded extra-face information (i.e., no hair, glasses, facial hair, jewelry, or clothing). Across experiments, we examined five resolution levels ranging from the high-resolution color control condition, down to simulated prosthetic vision images (''phosphenized" images) as low as 16 Â 16 with 30% dropout.
In Experiment 1, we tested simultaneous perception. Here, a caricaturing improvement would be revealed if observers rate two faces as more different in identity when Caricatured than when Veridical. Experiments 2 and 3 then tested face memory to assess recognition of previously-learned faces after a time delay; here, a caricaturing improvement would be revealed as better recognition of faces learned and tested Caricatured than of faces learned and tested Veridical.
Of the two memory experiments, Experiment 2 included all five resolution levels. To allow direct comparison to previous studies, Experiment 2 used a specific procedure common in those studies, in which the faces are learned in high-resolution full color and the phosphenization is applied only at test (Table 1 ). The experiment also showed each face image with only a single bionic eye ''shapshot" (i.e., one fixed placing of the phosphene-location grid on the image), as used by most of the studies in Table 1 . In Experiment 3, we moved to a more realistic situation for visual-prosthetic wearers, in which faces are both learned and tested in the low-resolution phosphenized form, and scanning of the simulated bionic eye is allowed (i.e., using observers' eye movements to move a ''window" over the images, thus placing the phosphene grid over different face locations depending on where the participant is fixating).
Across the three experiments, our research questions are: (1) how face identity recognition in simulated prosthetic vision compares to face identity recognition in high resolution photographs; (2) whether performance is poorer with face-only information, as compared to previous studies that included category and/or extra-face information; (3) whether caricaturing improves face identity recognition in phosphenized vision; and (4) if so, whether there are any minimum resolution limits needed for caricaturing to be effective.
Experiment 1: Perception of differences between pairs of faces
Experiment 1 assessed observers' ability to perceive the identity difference between two individuals seen simultaneously. We used a task and face stimuli taken from Irons et al. (2014) . The task (Fig. 4 ) presents faces in pairs (matched for caricature level and image resolution), and asks observers to rate how similar or different in identity the two people appear on a 1-9 scale. Each individual was shown in 4 viewpoints, to emphasize that the task was to rate similarity of the faces not of particular photographs of that face. Separate blocks of trials were used for male faces and female faces (i.e., to ensure male faces were only compared to other male faces, and female faces to other female faces).
We tested at 5 resolution levels (Color, 40 Â 40ND, 40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO, 16 Â 16DO), crossed with three caricature levels. The caricature levels were 0% (i.e., Veridical, the natural unaltered face) plus two levels of increasing caricature exaggeration labelled 40% Caricature and 60% Caricature. (Note a 100% caricature would be one in which all the differences between landmarks on the average and veridical face are doubled). We selected 60% as the highest caricature level to test because Irons et al. (2014) found caricature advantages up to this level; note that higher caricature strengths tend to produce morphing artifacts in the image, and eventually will make the faces distorted beyond the range perceived as normal for real faces (e.g., McKone, Jeffery, Boeing, Clifford, & Rhodes, 2014).
Method

Participants
Participants were 20 young adults (14 female, 6 male; Age M = 21.45 years, range = 19-24, SD = 1.19). (Data from an additional three participants were removed from analyses due to strong ceiling or floor effects, i.e., responding to most trials with only ratings of 8 or 9, or only ratings of 1 or 2.) Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity, defined as better than 20/32 and tested using ETDRS charts positioned for close viewing (two feet from viewer), and were Caucasian (same race as the face stimuli, to avoid the ''other-race effect"; Meissner & Brigham, 2001; Wan et al., 2017) , recruited from the Australian National University. The experiment took 1-1.5 h. Participants received $15/hr. In all three Experiments, participants gave informed written consent prior to participating, and the experiments were approved by the Australian National University Human Research Ethics Committee and comply with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli
The full-resolution versions of the stimuli were all taken from Irons et al. (2014) . That article also contains a full description of creating the average faces and the caricatures (using standard photograph morphing and caricaturing methods, e.g., as described in Perrett, 1991, or Lee et al., 2000) . Briefly, we started with high resolution color photographs of 20 Caucasian young adults (10 female, 10 male), each in four different viewpoints (front on, 10°to the right, 10°to the left, 30°to the left). The faces did not have facial hair, glasses, makeup, jewelry or clothing, and we occluded most of the hair to avoid differences in styling (e.g., length, thickness) and color (e.g., blonde vs dark), to avoid extrafacial cues. Supplementary Fig. S1 shows all 20 faces. Caricatures were created using Abrosoft Fantamorph (Abrosoft Co., Beijing, China; note this program caricatures only shape, not texture). We marked by hand 136-147 key landmark points on each face (exact number varied with viewpoint). Corresponding points were marked on the same locations of an ''average-identity face". To ensure we enhanced the aspects of the face that are particular to the person's identity -rather than more generally to their sex, or their race, and so on -we created 8 different average images (a male average in each of the four views, and a female average in each of the four views), so that the average face was always matched to the target Veridical face for sex and viewpoint (and also age, race, and expression, noting that targets, and all faces that were used to make the averages, were young adult Caucasians with neutral expression). Each target face was then morphed away from the average by exaggerating distances between the target and average landmark locations.
For the present article, we took these previously-used images and rendered them in each of the simulated phosphene resolutions (Fig. 1) , using the equations provided in Supplementary Materials 1. We followed the general simulation procedure used in many previous studies (Chen, Hallum, Lovell, & Suaning, 2005; Chen, Suaning, Morley, & Lovell, 2009a; Lieby et al., 2011; McCarthy, Walker, Lieby, Scott & Barnes, 2015; van Rheede et al., 2010) : images were first converted to greyscale; each phosphene had a circular Gaussian intensity profile (based on subjective reports of phosphene appearance from human implant trials, Chen et al., 2009a) ; brightness at the nearest neighbor image pixel to the electrode location (to improve sharpness, as used by van Rheede et al., 2010) was represented by a combination of size and brightness-atcenter of the phosphene; the phosphene size/brightness was quantized to 8 discrete values (studies from the two groups performing multi-center trials have reported patients fitted with prosthetic vision devices see approximately eight Just Noticeable Differences in stimulation values, Humayun et al., 2003; Wilke et al., 2011) ; and maximum brightness-at-center was constant across resolutions. Phosphenes were arranged in a square, evenly-spaced grid. At each resolution, the available number of phosphenes was used to tile the vertical extent of the face from hairline to just below the chin, meaning that the phosphene centers were spaced further apart at lower resolutions (e.g., 16 Â 16) than higher resolutions (e.g., 40 Â 40). The maximum size of each phosphene was adjusted so phosphenes were larger in the more widely spaced arrays. In the dropout conditions, we assigned a random 30% of the phosphenes as missing (following Thompson et al., 2003) to simulate electrode dropout.
Each face image was phosphenized to 4 resolutions (16 Â 16DO, 32 Â 32DO, 40 Â 40DO, and 40 Â 40ND). We also included the fullresolution versions (Color). The total stimulus set contained 1200 images: 5 resolutions Â 3 caricature levels Â 4 viewpoints Â 20 faces (10 male, 10 female).
Procedure
The experiment was conducted on an Apple iMac computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA) with 68.5 cm screen (resolution 2560 Â 1440 pixels) running OS X using SuperLab 4.5 stimulus presentation software (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA). Fig. 4 shows a sample trial. On a given trial, the two faces displayed were always equal in phosphene resolution and caricature level (e.g., if Face 1 was 60% caricatured at 32 Â 32DO resolution, then Face 2 was also 60% caricatured at 32 Â 32DO resolution). Each face was shown in 4 different viewpoints simultaneously, and with the images varying in size (range 4.3-6.2°across widest part of face Â 5.7-8.6°chin-to-hairline), to encourage participants to rate the dissimilarity of the faces rather than of specific images. The face pair stayed on the screen until the participant responded by pressing keys 1-9 on keyboard (1 = 'Most similar', 9 = 'Most Different').
Pilot testing showed that intermixing all phosphene resolutions produced ceiling and floor effects (i.e., all 16 Â 16 faces tended to be rated close to 1, and all Color faces rated close to 9), which is problematic because it restricts the ability of the rating method to reveal differences in perception between resolutions close to the extreme values, and between veridical and caricatured images. Therefore, we grouped resolutions into two blocks: a higherresolution block (containing 40 Â 40ND and Color trials, intermixed), and a lower-resolution block (containing 16 Â 16DO, 32 Â 32DO, 40 Â 40DO, intermixed). Participants were instructed to adjust their use of the scale to the range of resolutions seen in each block. Prior to each of the two blocks, a preview slide illustrated the resolutions to be presented in the upcoming block. Note that this blocking of conditions means that only the 40 Â 40ND condition ratings (the highest resolution simulated prosthetic vision) can be directly compared to the Color condition (normal vision).
For presentation, face identities were grouped into two sets of male faces (Set 1 male, Set 2 male) and two sets of female faces (Set 1 female, Set 2 female), with 5 identities per set (as in Irons et al., 2014 ; see Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Each face was rated for similarity against each other face in the set of 5, giving 10 trials per resolution. (The reason for splitting into two sets was simply to limit the number of trials, i.e., rating each face against all others within the 10 faces of that sex would have required 45 trials per resolution, and thus 4-6 h of testing time per participant instead of 1-1.5 h). Thus female faces were rated only against other female faces, and male faces only against other male faces, requiring within-sex discrimination of identity. The higher-resolution block contained four sub-blocks of trials, each containing sets of 5 male or 5 female faces, and intermixing trials from the Color and 40 Â 40ND resolutions and from the 3 caricature levels. The lower-resolution block contained four sub-blocks of trials, each containing sets of 5 male or 5 female faces, and intermixing trials from the 40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO and 16 Â 16DO resolutions.
The total number of trials was 600 (10 trials per face set Â 4 face sets Â 3 caricature levels Â 5 resolution levels).
Results
On our rating scale, a higher rating indicates a greater difference in perceived identity (i.e., greater dissimilarity). Thus, if lowering image resolution worsens face perception -that is, starts to make all faces gradually look the same -the prediction is that rating scores will reduce. If caricaturing is effective at improving identity differentiation again, the prediction is that ratings should increase when faces are caricatured relative to veridical.
Does lowering resolution worsen perception of differences in identity?
Fig . 5 shows that lower resolutions were associated with reduced perception of differences in identity (i.e., lower dissimilarity ratings, indicating the two faces looked less different from each other and were harder to tell apart). Recalling that resolution levels were grouped into two blocks (containing the two highest resolutions, then the three lower resolutions), and that direct comparison of ratings is valid only within a block, we conducted statistics within each block separately.
Within the higher-resolution block (Fig. 5A ), two-way ANOVA (resolution level Â caricature level) revealed a significant main effect of resolution level (Color vs 40 Â 40ND, F(1, 19) = 9.97, MSE = 0.40, p = 0.005), indicating identity recognition was significantly impaired relative to high-resolution control even at a resolution of 40 Â 40 with No Dropout. This suggests that, even though the rating scale does not provide a concrete performance accuracy measure that can be compared with previous studies (Table 1) , face-only identity perception is much more severely impaired by prosthetic vision than recognition with category and extra-face information in previous studies, some of which found excellent recognition even at noticeably lower resolutions than 40 Â 40ND.
Within the lower-resolution block, a two-way ANOVA (resolution level Â caricature level) also revealed a significant main effect of resolution level (40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO, 16 Â 16DO, F (1.06, 20.12) = 28.59, MSE = 2.95, p < 0.001, with Greenhouse Geisser correction for sphericity violation). This reflected progressively greater difficulty in telling faces apart as the resolution was further reduced (Fig. 5B) .
Does caricaturing improve identity perception?
The two-way ANOVAs also both found main effects of caricature (ps < 0.05). Follow-up statistics showed caricaturing significantly improved perception of differences in identity (i.e., increased dissimilarity ratings) in four of the five resolutions, as follows.
For full-resolution Color photographs, the caricature improvement was significant overall in a one-way ANOVA including the three caricature levels, F(1.55, 29.51) = 25.18, MSE = 0.13, p < 0.001. Moreover, both 40% and 60% caricature levels each significantly increased dissimilarity ratings compared to veridical (40% vs 0%, t(19) = 5.31, p < 0.001; 60% vs 0%, t(19) = 5.57, p < 0.001).
Similarly, for 40 Â 40ND, the caricature improvement was significant overall (F(1.55, 29.46) = 38.34, MSE = 0.09, p < 0.001), and both 40% and 60% caricature levels each significantly increased dissimilarity ratings compared to veridical (40% vs 0%, t(19) = 8.64, p < 0.001; 60% vs 0%, t(19) = 6.35, p < 0.001).
For 40 Â 40DO, again the caricature improvement was significant overall (F(2, 38) = 7.28, MSE = 0.08, p = 0.002) and both 40% and 60% caricature levels each significantly increased dissimilarity ratings compared to veridical (40% vs 0%, t(19) = 2.93, p = 0.009; 60% vs 0%, t(19) = 3.37, p = 0.003).
For 32 Â 32DO, caricaturing gave an overall significant improvement (F(1.35, 25.61) = 3.95, MSE = 0.16, p = 0.047). In this case the increase at 40% caricature merely approached significance (40% vs 0%, t(19) = 1.89, p = 0.075), and the stronger 60% caricature level was required to reveal a significant increase (60% vs 0%, t(19) = 2.37, p = 0.029).
Finally, at the lowest resolution of 16 Â 16DO, caricaturing did not improve performance. This resolution produced no significant caricature effect overall, F(2, 38) = 0.91, MSE = 0.03, p = 0.41, and no significant advantage of either 40% or 60% caricature compared to veridical (ps > 0.114).
Overall, these statistical results are consistent with the pattern apparent in Fig. 5 , namely that caricaturing is effective, but only above a minimum resolution. Specifically, caricaturing increased ability to tell two faces apart when the resolution was equal to, or higher than, 32 Â 32 with 30% dropout. For the lowest resolution of 16 Â 16 with 30% dropout, however, caricaturing was not effective and faces in this condition were always perceived as all very similar to each other.
Discussion
Results of Experiment 1 led to two main conclusions. First, faceonly individual-level identity recognition is more severely affected by bionic-eye type phosphenization than recognition in previous studies that also included category and extra-face information. We found deficits in identity perception even at 40 Â 40 with No Dropout, a resolution higher than that of any current implants, and higher than any resolution tested in previous simulation studies (Table 1) .
Second, caricaturing can improve perception of the difference between pairs of simultaneously-seen faces, at least down to a resolution of 32 Â 32 with 30% dropout. At our lowest resolution of 16 Â 16DO, participants' very low ratings implied that all faces looked almost the same, and caricaturing was unable to improve this.
3. Experiment 2: Face memory after learning in full-resolution and with single snapshot phosphenization
In Experiment 2, we turn to examining face recognition accuracy in an old-new memory task. This mimics the real world situation in which, for example, an observer has met a new group of people at a work event and, later, sees a stream of people walking along the footpath towards them and must decide which of these people they have met before at the event (and thus should greet; ''Old" faces), and which people they have never seen before (and thus should not greet; ''New" faces). . Results of Experiment 1 (simultaneous perception) for: A. the two higher-resolution conditions; and B. the three lower resolution conditions. Note rating scores cannot be directly compared across plots A and B due to instructions to rate similarity within each block (i.e. participants were instructed to adjust their use of the scale to the range of resolutions seen in that block). Error bars are for the effect of caricature (i.e., ±1 SEM derived from the MSE for effect of caricature from one-way ANOVA at each resolution level).
Our old-new procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 . During learning, the participant learned one set of faces in Veridical format, and a different set in Caricatured format. In the subsequent memory test, the learned faces were mixed with faces of people who had not been seen at study, and participants decided whether each face was old (learned) or new (not learned). To ensure we were testing face rather than photograph memory, each face was learned in 3 different viewpoints at study (all non-frontal), and the test phase also presented previously unseen images of that person (frontal viewpoint and/or the original views but with a hat added).
Memory was tested at the 5 resolution levels used in our first experiment, namely Color, 40 Â 40ND, 40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO, and 16 Â 16DO. All faces were learned in full resolution (i.e., the color images), and only test items were phosphenized. This procedure matches that used in most previous studies of face recognition accuracy in simulated prosthetic vision (Table 1) , and we used it here in order to allow comparison of accuracy from our present study to previous findings.
With the change to the memory task, we were able to test only one caricature level. This was due to the memory task taking longer than the rating task in Experiment 1, and also to the fact that we did not have enough face stimuli available to divide into three caricature levels (i.e., 0, 40 and 60%). We thus dropped the 40% strength caricature condition from Experiment 1. All caricatured faces were at 60% strength, selected because Experiment 1 results suggested 60% was slightly more effective than 40% (Fig. 5) .
Our first research question in Experiment 2 was whether recognition performance with a hard accuracy measure would remain poorer than that suggested by previous studies that included category and/or hairstyle information. To be able to answer this question validly, we ensured that our task resulted in good memory in the full-resolution color control condition, thus ensuring that any poor performance in the phosphenized conditions could be attributed to the image resolution rather than merely failure to learn the faces. Our second research question was then whether caricaturing was beneficial in improving face recognition.
3.1. Method 3.1.1. Participants Experiment 2 was completed in undergraduate psychology labclass groups. The experiment took 1 h per participant. Data were analyzed only for Caucasian participants who reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, for a total of N = 45 participants (36 female, 9 male; Age M = 21.33, range = 18-35, SD = 2.41). 
Design
Each participant learned 8 faces in Veridical format, and a different 8 faces in Caricatured format. In the memory test, participants were shown these 16 learned people (tested in the same Veridical or Caricatured format that they had been shown in at study), mixed with 10 new people who had not been seen at study, for old-new decision (Fig. 6 ). Faces were counterbalanced across the conditions across participants (i.e., meaning that, on average across participants, there were no differences in the specific sets of face items used for Old and New, and for Caricatured and Veridical). Note we used fewer New faces (10) than Old faces (16 in total) because (a) making caricatured stimuli is very time-consuming, limiting the total number of faces we had available to 26 (the 20 from Experiment 1, plus 6 new ones caricatured specifically for this study), and (b) we wished to have a minimum of 8 faces per condition (because reducing this would reduce statistical power by increasing measurement error in each participant's score). To avoid bias towards ''old" responses, participants were informed the numbers of Old and New stimuli may not be even, and they should judge each face individually rather than trying to maintain equal rates of old and new response (and, correspondingly, results showed no bias towards responding ''old"; Fig. 7B ).
Our criterion for defining good memory in the full-resolution condition was approximately 85% correct for Veridical faces (which is a level far enough below ceiling to see still the expected caricature advantage in full resolution). Pilot testing revealed that quite an extensive learning phase was required to achieve this level of accuracy. Given that the total session length to test all 5 resolution levels was then rather long, and that we wished to avoid forgetting of the faces over an extended time delay, we blocked the testing into higher-and lower-resolution blocks, to give the following session structure: learning the faces in full resolution; followed by testing memory for the two higher-resolution conditions (Color and 40 Â 40ND); followed by re-learning the faces in full resolution; followed by testing memory for the three lower-resolution conditions (40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO, 16 Â 16DO).
Stimuli
The faces included the 20 individuals from Experiment 1, plus a further 6 caricatured and phosphenized using the same methods (three Caucasian male, three Caucasian female; Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). Versions wearing hats (Fig. 6 , as needed for the test phase; see Procedure) were created by pasting on a ski hat using Adobe Photoshop CS4 Version 11.0.2 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA), covering hairline and ears. Note hats were added after caricaturing, and before phosphenization. All stimuli were shown approximately 10.5°chin to hairline and 8.1°across the face (11 Â 8.5 cm, viewing distance 60 cm).
The experiment was run using Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997 ) running on Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA).
3.1.4. Procedure 3.1.4.1. Primary learning phase. Participants were informed they would see pictures of 16 people they were to learn for a subsequent memory test, and warned that the test phase would use different photographs of the people.
Each target face was learned at three viewpoints, all without hats, with all images in full-resolution color. The learning phase comprised three parts. In Part 1, the label ''Target 1" appeared followed by the three views of that person (10°right, 10°left, 30°left) each shown twice (6 images, for 2.2 s each and in random order); all images were at the specified caricature level for Target 1 (i.e., Veridical or Caricatured). This procedure was then repeated for Target 2, then for Target 3, and so on, up to Target 16. The 8 targets being learned Veridical by that participant (4 male, 4 female) and the 8 targets being learned Caricatured by that participant (4 male, 4 female) were intermixed in random order. In Part 2, the same procedure was repeated except that each view of the target was now shown once (3 images per target). In Part 3, the Part 1 procedure was repeated except now all 96 learning images (6 images Â 16 target people) were intermixed in random order.
First test phase: Higher resolution block (Color and 40 Â 40ND).
In the subsequent memory test, each old and new face was shown in five different formats: at the three viewpoints from the learning phase (10°right, 10°left, 30°left) with a hat added, and also at a novel viewpoint (facing front-on) both with and without a hat. Each face was tested as veridical on some trials and as caricatured (at 60% level) on others. This gave a total of 520 trials (260 per resolution condition, comprising: 5 viewpoint/hat formats Â 2 test-phase caricature conditions Â 8 Learned Caricature faces, + 5 viewpoint/hat formats Â 2 test-phase caricature conditions Â 8 Learned Veridical faces, + 5 viewpoint/hat formats Â 2 test-phase caricature conditions Â 10 New faces). Items from the two resolutions (40 Â 40ND and Color) were intermixed in random order.
On each trial, a single face was presented centrally on the screen, remaining until the participant responded (''Z" on keyboard for old, ''M" for new). Participants were instructed to make their judgment based on their memory of the person rather than a specific photograph they had learned, and were warned that face images might have been altered in various ways that could include simulation to ''look like faces seen with a bionic eye" (with example phosphenized face shown), addition of a hat, and/or being ''artificially enhanced" (no mention specifically of caricaturing was made).
3.1.4.3. Re-learning phase. Parts 2 and 3 of the original learning phase were repeated, using the full-resolution color images.
Second test phase:
Lower resolution block (40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO, and 16 Â 16DO). A second test phase followed which was identical to the first, except that the faces now appeared in the three lowest phosphene resolutions (total of 780 trials, with items from the three resolutions again intermixed in random order). Fig. 7 shows mean accuracy in remembering the faces. For the New faces-that is, the faces that appeared only in the test phase, and not in the learning phase-the conditions are labelled Veridical (V) and Caricatured (C) trials. For Old faces, the conditions are labelled learned-and-tested-Veridical (VV) and learned-andtested-Caricatured (CC) to emphasize that caricature level was matched across study and test. To assess memory accuracy, three measures are of interest. One is overall memory accuracy: in old-new tasks, this is best captured by the standard measure d 0 (Macmillan & Kaplan, 1985) which assesses the ability to discriminate Old from New faces, independent of any overall bias in response (i.e., independent of the fact that different participants might be more or less conservative in their responses, requiring a higher or lower degree of confidence that they have seen a face previously before and are willing to call it ''old"). A d 0 score of 0 indicates chance performance, in which the observer makes as many False Alarms (i.e., wrongly calling a New face 'old') as they do Hits (i.e., correctly calling an Old face 'old'), indicating memory no better than merely guessing. The d 0 scale technically has no upper bound, but nearly perfect memory of 99% Hits and 1% False Alarms (FAs) corresponds to a d 0 of 4.65, and ''good" memory of, say, 80% Hits and 20% FAs corresponds to a d 0 of 1.68. We also examined accuracy for Old faces (Hits) and accuracy for New faces (Correct Rejections) separately. This allows us to determine, for example, whether a caricaturing benefit on overall d 0 reflects caricaturing benefitting the recognition of people learned previously (i.e., improving Hits for Old faces), or the rejection as unseen of people not learned previously (i.e., improving Correct Rejections of New faces), or both. Logically, it is important to examine Hits and Correct Rejections separately because good performance in both situations plays an important role in successful social interaction: social norms require greeting people we have met before (i.e., high Hit rate) but, equally, not greeting people we have not met before (i.e., high Correct Rejection rate).
Results
How accurate is face recognition in simulated prosthetic vision?
Our use of a memory task in Experiment 2 gives a hard accuracy measure, which allows comparison of present accuracy to that in previous studies. For this comparison, the relevant data come from the Veridical condition (i.e., natural, unaltered faces, as used in the previous studies in Table 1 ).
In the full-resolution Color test-phase condition, recognition of Veridical faces was very good, with d 0 = 2.77 ( Fig. 7A ) and with accuracy of the old-new decision above 85% correct for both New and Old faces (Fig. 7B) . This demonstrates that the observers had learned the faces well, and could remember them.
Despite this, even in the highest-resolution of our prosthetic vision conditions recognition accuracy was dramatically lowered.
2 Note VV and CC are the conditions of practical interest for unfamiliar face learning in prosthetic vision, i.e., because a patient implanted with a bionic eye will not, say, learn a face Veridical while blind prior to implant and be tested on the Caricatured version after the implant.
Specifically, at 40 Â 40 with No Dropout -a resolution higher than that tested in any previous studies in Table 1 -d 0 for Veridical dropped to 0.58 ( Fig. 7A ; which was still significantly above chance, t(44) = 8.64, p < 0.001 for two-tailed one-sample t-test comparing Veridical d 0 to zero), comprising only modest accuracy for both Old faces (53% correct) and New faces (65% correct; Fig. 7B ).
At the types of resolutions used in previous face studies, we found extremely poor performance. Recognition of Veridical faces was not even significantly better than chance-that is, d
0 was not significantly above zero-for 40 Â 40DO (t(44) = 1.97, p = 0.055), 32 Â 32DO (t(44) = 1.30, p = 0.20), or 16 Â 16DO (t(44) = 1.00, p = 0.32) ( Fig. 7A ; also see Supplementary Fig. S2 for Hits and Correct Rejections separately).
Overall, our recognition performance levels are clearly substantially poorer than those shown in Table 1 for previous studies that included category information in the face stimuli. The previous studies commonly reported accuracy in the 70-85% correct range, which was dramatically higher than the chance values of 5-25%. To allow the most direct comparison of our own results to previous findings, which reported accuracy as %-correct rather than d 0 , in Table 1 we have included our own data calculated as %-correct averaging Old and New face accuracy. This confirms that averaged accuracy for the prosthetic vision conditions is poor, ranging from 59% correct-which was only modestly above the chance value of 50%-for 40 Â 40 down to the chance level of 50% at the lower resolutions.
Does caricaturing improve face recognition?
To evaluate whether caricaturing improved face recognition, we compared d 0 for the Caricatured condition (i.e., d 0 calculated using the Old CC and New C conditions; labelled CC/C in Fig. 7 ) with the Veridical condition (d 0 calculated using the Old VV and New V conditions; VV/V). For this purpose, we were interested only in the highest-resolution of our phosphenized test conditions (i.e., 40 Â 40ND), noting that the present experiment does not allow reliable evaluation of whether caricaturing might be able to improve face recognition in the three lower-resolution conditions (40 Â 40DO, 32 Â 32DO and 16 Â 16DO) because memory was at floor (chance) for both Veridical faces (Fig. 7) and Caricatured faces ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
We thus analyzed the caricature effect for the full-resolution Color and 40 Â 40ND phosphenized conditions (Fig. 7B) . We first conducted two-way ANOVAs to assess whether the caricature effect differed across these two resolutions. There was no evidence that this was the case: caricature level (Veridical vs Caricatured) did not show any interaction with resolution level (Color vs 40 Â 40ND), for d 0 (F(1, 44) = 0.41, MSE = 0.18, p = 0.524), and Old-face accuracy (F(1,44) = 0.09, MSE = 76.27, p = 0.767), or Newface accuracy (F(1, 44) = 2.43, MSE = 16.11, p = 0.126). These results indicate that the caricature improvement for phosphenized faces was of similar strength to that for full-resolution faces (as can be seen in Fig. 7B ).
We then analyzed each resolution separately. For full-resolution Color, we found caricaturing significantly improved d 0 (CC/C vs VV/ V, t(44) = 3.58, p = 0.001), and Old-face accuracy (t(44) = 2.56, p = 0.014), and New-face accuracy (t(44) = 4.00, p < 0.001). For 40 Â 04ND phosphenization, the caricature improvement was significant for d 0 (t(44) = 4.06, p < 0.001), approached significance for Old-face accuracy (t(44) = 1.97, p = 0.055), and was significant for New-face accuracy (t(44) = 4.68, p < 0.001). Note none of the caricature benefits on accuracy reflected speed-accuracy tradeoffs (see Supplementary Fig. S3 for reaction time data) .
A final analysis investigated the effect of face viewpoint on the caricature advantage, noting that four different viewpoints (ranging from 30°left to 10°right of front-on) were used in the test-phase. There was no viewpoint effect (Fig. 8A) . Caricature advantages on d 0 did not vary significantly in strength with viewpoint-at-test for either full-resolution Color or phosphenized images (i.e., no caricature x viewpoint/hat condition interaction at either resolution, ps > 0.21); moreover, Fig. 8A shows no suggestion of any progressive trend, such as the caricature advantage weakening the further the face is rotated away from front view. Similar results were found for Old and New trials considered separately (see Supplementary Fig. S4 ).
From the above statistics, we conclude that caricaturing assists old-new recognition of 40 Â 40ND phosphenized faces, by approximately as much as it assists recognition of full-resolution images, and that it is equally effective for multiple face viewpoints from front-view to 30°rotation away from front-view. There is also some suggestion that the caricaturing improvement might be slightly weaker for accepting learned faces (i.e., Hits for Old) and stronger for rejecting unlearned faces (i.e., Correct Rejections), although note the statistical evidence for this was weak (i.e., with internal contradictions between t-tests and ANOVA interaction outcomes).
How much does caricaturing improve face memory?
Having shown that caricaturing helps, an important practical question is how far towards normal vision performance is improved. Here, the relevant comparison is between the phophenized 40 Â 40ND caricatured condition, and the normal-vision control provided by full-resolution Color veridical condition (noting that in natural vision faces are not caricatured). Comparison showed the former remained substantially and significantly poorer than the latter (40 Â 40ND CC/C vs Color VV/V, d 0 t(44) = 14.41, p < 0.001; Old accuracy, t(44) = 10.17, p < 0.001; New accuracy, t (44) = 6.42, p < 0.001), as illustrated in Fig. 7B . Thus, caricaturing was helpful but failed to return performance to anything approaching normal vision levels.
Discussion
Results from the old-new recognition task of Experiment 2 agree in broad outline with the findings from the simultaneous perception task in Experiment 1.
First, using a hard accuracy measure of performance, we confirmed that individual identity recognition from face-only information is much more severely affected by phosphenization than is recognition in previous studies. Indeed, recognition dropped to chance at resolutions of 40 Â 40DO and below. Importantly, this extremely poor performance was obtained despite demonstrated good memory in the ''control" full-resolution image condition, and also using the same procedures as several studies in Table 1 , specifically: learning all faces in full-resolution; phosphenization applied only at test; and ''single snapshot" phosphenization rather than a scanning ''window". Thus, the difference in results cannot be attributed to these factors. Instead, the most likely explanation of the significantly better recognition in previous studies is that they allowed accurate performance to be driven on some or many trials by category (e.g., sex, age) and extra-face (e.g., hairstyle, glasses) variation, rather than requiring recognition of individual faces.
Second, concerning caricaturing, we confirmed that caricaturing can assist in improving face identity recognition-at least at the relatively high phosphene resolution of 40 Â 40ND-by approximately as much as it assists recognition of full-resolution images. We also found caricaturing is equally effective for multiple face viewpoints, from front-view to 30°rotation away from frontview. At the same time, however, caricaturing did not improve recognition to anywhere near normal vision levels. This suggests that caricaturing is best seen as part of a suite of image enhance-ment methods that may assist bionic eye patients to recognize faces (e.g., in combination with low-level-vision derived general image enhancement), rather than a full solution to the problem on its own.
Experiment 3: Face memory after learning faces phosphenized and with scanning the ''bionic eye across the image
In our final experiment we asked whether, with different memory-task procedures, it might be possible to show better face recognition than revealed in Experiment 2 and also, if so, whether this would allow a caricature improvement to be revealed at a lower resolution (i.e., by getting memory off floor).
Our first change from Experiment 2 was that, rather than use single snapshot phosphenization-in which the ''bionic eye" phosphene grid is placed in a single fixed position relative to the face image-we now implemented scanning (as in Thompson et al., 2003) . In a single snapshot, some information will be missing completely from an image due to the fixed placement of the 'drop-out' locations within the phosphene grid relative to the face image; for example, a particular image could fail to show the right-hand corner of the mouth if a failed electrode is positioned over this location. Real prosthetic vision, in contrast, allows the patient to scan their bionic eye across the image to gain information from regions that are missing in a single snapshot, moving the 'eye' so it is centered on different parts of the face in turn. Scanning has been shown to improve visual perception and recognition in both simulated and real-life prosthetic vision (Cha, Horch, Normann, & Boman, 1992; Chen, Suaning, Morley, & Lovell, 2009b; Dobelle, 2000; Yanai et al., 2007) . It is thus likely to improve face identity recognition, and also to provide a closer-to-realistic estimate of likely face recognition ability in real patients. In Experiment 3, we implemented scanning by using an eyetracker to position the phosphene array at the center of the participant's gaze, with observers able to move a ''bionic eye" around the face image as they choose, by moving their eyes and having the simulation constantly updated based on the current fixation location (see illustration in Fig. 9 , and also Video 1 in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2017.06.002).
The second change from Experiment 2 is that we no longer had participants learn the faces in full-resolution. Again, the primary motivation for this was to provide a closer-to-realistic estimate of likely face recognition ability in real patients, noting that patients fitted with an implant of a certain resolution must necessarily see faces at that resolution for learning as well as test. While a reader's first assumption might be that lowering the learning resolution will make performance even worse than in Experiment 2, we note that this is not necessarily the case. A well-established finding in the memory literature is that memory tends to be better when the visual format of an item is matched between learning and test compared to when it changes (e.g., Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) , and so, in fact, the use here of a study-test match situation (learn phosphenized, test phosphenized) may improve face memory compared to the mismatch situation used in Experiment 2 (i.e., learn full-resolution, test phosphenized).
Adding scanning of the faces substantially increased the task duration in Experiment 3. This restricted us to examining only one resolution level. The level we chose was 40 Â 40 with 30% dropout (40 Â 40DO, at both learning and test). This level had produced chance performance in Experiment 2, but was only one step below that which showed above-chance memory and a caricature advantage, making it the most obvious resolution to try.
Our first research question was whether performance for 40 Â 40DO was improved with the new more-realistic procedures of scanning and phosphenization at both learning and test. Second, we wished to establish whether any improvement was dramaticimplying face recognition in real patients might be much better than our Experiment 2 results suggested-or only modest. Finally, we wished to know whether, if performance was lifted off floor, a caricaturing advantage would be revealed, and thus whether caricaturing improvements could be demonstrated at a resolution closer to that of current-generation implants. As in Experiment 2, we assessed performance via memory accuracy (d 0 , Hits, and Correct Rejections). We also added two new measures: a measure of scanning time (i.e., how long the participant spent scanning their ''bionic eye" over the test face before making their old-new decision), and a confidence rating. 
Stimuli
The faces were the same as those used in Experiment 2. All faces were presented at 40 Â 40 resolution with 30% dropout, and were sized approximately 17.5°Â 14.7°.
Scanning: Eyetracking and real-time phosphenization
The phosphene array could be scanned across the face image in real time, based on tracking the participant's eye movements (see Video 1 in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres. 2017.06.002). Although many current prosthetic devices rely solely on head movements for scanning (e.g., because the camera is mounted on glasses; Humayun et al., 2012; Tran et al., 2011) , we used eye movements for a number of reasons. Head scanning requires wearers to suppress their natural inclination to use eye movements to scan, which takes considerable training to learn (Chen et al., 2009b; Sabbah et al., 2014) and even after training, remains slow and error-prone. As our participants had had no such training, we felt that head scanning would be too inefficient and hinder their ability to learn the faces. Moreover, successful trials using the photovoltaic device by Retinal Implant AG (Zrenner et al., 2011) demonstrates that scene exploration using eye gaze is effective. It has been argued that retinal devices using videoinput will also eventually shift to eye movement-based scanning (e.g., with the use of an intraocular camera; Stiles et al., 2010; Zhou, Tao, Chai, Sun, & Ren, 2010) .
To create the phosphene stimuli in real time, each face image was centered on a black background. A desk-mounted Eyelink 1000 eye tracker, updating at 1000 Hz, determined the XY coordinates of the participant's gaze on the screen. A 16.1°Â 16.1°win-dow of the display, centered at the fixation location, was converted to a phosphene array using the method described in Experiments 1 and 2. The remainder of the image was blacked out. The image was updated as the eye gaze position changed. The real-time updating had a small delay of approximately 100ms after the participant moved their eye to a new fixation location, but participants did not report that the lag was distracting or that it interfered with scanning. The pattern of dropout was generated randomly for each participant, and remained fixed for all trials in that person's session.
Face stimuli were presented on a 21-inch Dell LCD monitor (1120 Â 700 resolution) at a viewing distance of 60cm, fixed with a chin rest. The experiment was run using Matlab and Psychophysics Toolbox on a Dell D520 laptop with a Linux operating system (Ubuntu). The real-time phosphenization computations were done using house-built software in C++, as described in detail in McCarthy et al. (2015) .
Procedure
The task was identical to the memory task used in Experiment 2, with the following exceptions:
Pilot testing indicated that participants required a longer familiarization period to learn phosphenized faces. The duration of each face in the learning phase was therefore extended to 10 s per image, during which participants continuously scanned the image for the full 10 s. Each face was preceded by a blank screen with a central fixation cross for 500 ms. Before the learning phase, participants familiarized themselves with the scanning process by viewing four example faces (showing people not included in the main stimulus set), first for unlimited time and then for a set time of 10 s. In the test phase, there were only 260 trials in total (i.e., for only one resolution condition). All faces were presented without hats (i.e., all with-hat stimuli from Experiment 2 were replaced by the corresponding without-hat versions); this was done so ears and forehead were visible to potentially aid recognition. As with Experiment 2, the front view faces were presented only in the test phase. Because this was the only novel viewpoint, and to keep the overall number of trials per resolution the same as Experiment 2, front-view faces were each presented twice in the test phase.
Each trial began with a 300 ms blank screen, and a fixation cross for 500 ms, followed by the face. Participants responded via the keyboard (''M" key for Old, ''N" for New). Participants were encouraged to take their time and scan their eyes over the face before making their decision. Following the response, the face disappeared and participants were asked to rate how confident they felt about their Old/New decision. The response was made on a 4-point scale (1 = ''completely guessing", 2 = ''slightly confident", 3 = ''fairly confident, 4 = ''completely certain") by pressing the corresponding number on the keyboard. Incorrect trials were excluded from scanning time and confidence ratings data. Scanning times less than 300 ms or >2.5 SDs larger than the condition mean were also removed.
Results
4.3.1. How well can faces be recognized at 40 Â 40 with 30% dropout?
Results (Fig. 7A) showed that the change to using scanning, plus phosphenization at both learning and test, improved face recogni- Fig. 9 . Gaze-tracking scanning method used in Experiment 3. The blue box is included to illustrate the full region (including background) that was phosphenized in real time; fixation location is at the center of the box, marked with blue square. Note the blue box and square did not appear in the actual image participants saw. Face image resolution is 40 Â 40DO. See Movie 1 for video version. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) tion performance. This improvement was significant. In Experiment 3, the Veridical condition d 0 of 0.43 for 40 Â 40DO was now above chance (t(52) = 10.02, p < 0.001), and it was also significantly higher than for the same condition in Experiment 2 (d 0 = 0.10, t (96) = 5.11, p < 0.001).
The size of the improvement across experiments was modest rather than dramatic. A d 0 of 0.43 (comprising 61% Hits and 55% Correct Rejections, where chance for the average of these is 50%) is not particularly good memory performance in absolute terms. It is also substantially lower than for the full-resolution Color condition from Experiment 2 (where d 0 = 2.77). Note the Color condition makes a fair comparison point, in that Color in Experiment 2 used study-test match in format (i.e., both learning and test were full-resolution images), and also because there would be no difference in image appearance between Experiment 2 ''snapshot" and Experiment 3 ''scanning" phosphenization for Color because no phosphenization is applied. Thus, these results argue that, even when we implement more realistic procedures than those used in previous studies -that is, procedures closer to those a real patient would experience -face identity recognition remains noticeably poor.
Does caricaturing improve face memory for 40 Â 40DO?
Fig . 7C shows the effect of caricaturing on recognition performance. Now that performance was off floor for 40 Â 40DO, a caricature advantage emerged at this resolution. Overall memory performance (d 0 ) was significantly higher in the caricature condition (CC/C) than in the veridical condition (VV/V), t(52) = 5.13, p < 0.001. We next present Old and New trials separately, because their findings differed somewhat.
For New trials, caricaturing significantly improved accuracy (t (52) = 8.46, p < 0.001). Caricaturing also significantly reduced the test-phase time the participant needed to spend scanning the face (by a substantial 306 ms, from 4530ms Veridical to 4224 ms Caricatured) to correctly recognize the face as New (t(52) = 2.80, p = 0.007), and also increased the participant's confidence in their correct recognition decisions (t(52) = 5.86, p = 0.001).
For Old trials, caricaturing had no effect on accuracy (t(52) = 0.32, p = 0.748). Importantly, however, caricaturing did significantly reduce the scanning time required to achieve that level of accurate recognition as Old, by a substantial 253ms (t(52) = 2.67, p = 0.01). Caricaturing also improved confidence in correct decisions (t(52) = 3.69, p = 0.001).
One notable difference from Experiment 2 is that there was now evidence that, on accuracy, caricaturing improvements were significantly stronger for New faces than for Old faces: specifically, two way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between Old vs New and Veridical vs Caricatured; F(1, 52) = 25.28, MSE = 0.01, p < 0.001. In contrast, the improvement in reduced scanning time did not differ for Old and New faces (no Old vs New by Veridical vs Caricatured interaction, F(1, 52) = 0.18, MSE = 0.21, p = 0.676).
A final analysis considered viewpoint of the faces. As with Experiment 2, there was no evidence that the caricature benefit varied across views, with no interaction between viewpoint-attest and caricature level in d 0 , F(3, 156) = 0.06, MSE = 0.33, p = 0.980, and no suggestion that the caricature advantage weakened as faces were rotated away from front view (Fig. 8B) . A similar pattern was found for Old and New separately ( Supplementary  Fig. S4 ).
Discussion
Results of Experiment 3 confirm that face recognition is very difficult with prosthetic vision when the task requires telling apart individual faces without cues from category or extra-face information. That is, although performance was improved somewhat by providing a closer simulation of what would be experienced by real-world patients wearing implants-that is, by adding scanning and phosphenization at learning as well as at test-the gain was modest and overall accuracy remained quite poor, even at a resolution at the upper bound of current devices (i.e., at 40 Â 40DO).
Concerning caricaturing, Experiment 3 results showed that caricaturing could improve face recognition at 40 Â 40DO once performance in this condition had been lifted off floor, again at all viewpoints up to 30°rotation from front-view. Of note, at this resolution, caricaturing benefits were more general for rejecting unlearned faces (i.e., not saying ''hello" to people you have never met) than for accepting learned faces (i.e., saying ''hello" to people you have met): for the former, caricaturing increased accuracy and reduced scanning time; for the latter, caricaturing did not increase accuracy but it did at least reduce the scanning time needed to achieve that level of accuracy.
A final question is whether we might be able to evaluate caricature improvements in the memory task at 32 Â 32DO, if it were possible to get performance off floor in this condition. This was not, however, feasible. We (the authors) tried the Experiment 3 procedure on ourselves at 32 Â 32DO, but found it impossibly difficult at that resolution (indeed, much of the time we could not perceive any individual identity information in the face stimulus at all). For this reason, we did not formally test any resolutions lower than 40 Â 40DO with the Experiment 3 procedure.
General discussion
Our study addressed two primary questions: first, how well faces can be recognized in prosthetic vision when only identitylevel face-only information is available; and, second, whether caricaturing might be a useful tool to help improve bionic eye face recognition. Results for both questions were clear-cut.
Face identity recognition at bionic eye resolutions
Previous studies of simulated prosthetic vision included extra types of information beyond individual-level face identity, namely face sex, face age, hairstyle (length and color/brightness), facial hair, and/or glasses (Table 1 ). All these types of information survive low resolution relatively well and, consistent with this, recognition performance in simulated prosthetic vision has been good (Table 1) . Concerning how these previous findings are likely to translate to real patients, we note that face category and extra-face information can, in the real world, sometimes help us to identify other people (along with other non-face information such as body shape, gait, and distinctive clothing), particularly if that information is discriminative in the given setting. Thus, we would expect that current generation bionic eyes are likely to be of use to patients in recognizing other people when the need is to, for example, tell apart a small number of people in a room who vary in category or extraface information and then keep track of who is who amongst this set of people as they move around the room.
To then evaluate face recognition ability when individualidentity processing is required, with no extra-face cues available, we used tasks requiring discrimination between individuals from a single sex, age-group, and race category, all with the same facial expression (neutral), and with no facial hair, no glasses, and with hairstyle not shown. Under these conditions, our results showed that performance is substantially poorer than recognition in previous studies. Indeed, at resolutions of 32 Â 32DO and below, we could not get old-new recognition accuracy above chance (despite good performance with high-resolution faces demonstrating that participants had learned the faces themselves well). Even at 40 Â 40 (both with and without dropout, and even with scanning), recognition accuracy and perception of identity differences between two people seen simultaneously remained substantially weaker than in full-resolution images.
These results show that face-only individual-identity recognition in simulated prosthetic vision is poor, suggesting this poor performance would also be present in real patients. In terms of impacts on real-world performance, observations from prosopagnosia (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006) and from macular degeneration (Bullimore, Bailey, & Wacker, 1991; Schmier & Halpern, 2006; Tejeria, Harper, Artes, & Dickinson, 2002) suggest that poor face-only individual-identity recognition will likely translate to real world problems in identifying people in many settings, including, for example: in an environment where an approaching person could be any one of hundreds of different people; recognizing one's own child from a classroom of children wearing the same school uniform; or simply telling apart two colleagues both of whom have blonde shoulder length hair.
While we expect that our conclusions from simulated prosthetic vision will translate in general terms to real patients -that is, that face-only individual recognition will typically be rather poor at current implant resolutions-note that we are not suggesting the translation of actual performance values will be at all exact. The resolutions we have tested were selected to cover the range of current implants (plus one level higher than any current or indevelopment), but the simulation is not a precise replication of what a patient will see. As with previous studies (Chang et al., 2010 (Chang et al., , 2012 Chen et al., 2009a; Li et al., 2005; Lieby et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2003; van Rheede et al., 2010; Vurro et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2014) we did not simulate known issues such as fading and other complex temporal (Fornos et al., 2012) and spatial effects including phosphene shape distortion and interaction (Fine & Boynton, 2015; Nanduri, Humayun, Greenberg, McMahon, & Weiland, 2008; Wilke et al., 2011) . We did not add the perceptual distortion of phosphene position away from the regular implant grid reported by patients (van Rheede et al., 2010) nor implement the illusory movement of phosphenes as occurs with retinal prostheses that use an external camera (due to mismatch between retinal and world coordinates, Chang et al., 2010 Chang et al., , 2012 van Rheede et al., 2010) . These issues, plus fundamental ones of individual variation between patients in implant success and integrity of retina and subsequent neural wiring, mean that performance in real patients is likely to be poorer than in simulation studies. Thus, our present results should be taken as providing lower bounds on the implant resolution needed for successful face individuation, with the possible exception that patients' greater practice with processing bionic-eye-type images, compared to our novice participants, may help to improve their performance.
Caricaturing as an image-enhancement method to improve recognition
The results discussed above refer to the situation for natural, veridical faces. The poor face recognition revealed indicates that it is important to develop image enhancement methods that can assist to improve this recognition. Here, we tested caricaturing of face shape.
Our results demonstrate that caricaturing can improve processing of face identity in simulated prosthetic vision, in both simultaneous perception and memory tasks. In perceptual comparison of two faces seen at once (Experiment 1), caricaturing increased perceived differences between the faces at resolutions down to 32 Â 32 with 30% dropout. In old-new recognition memory (Experiments 2 and 3), caricaturing improved old-new recognition at a resolution of 40 Â 40 without dropout for single-snapshot phosphenization, and at the next lowest resolution of 40 Â 40 with 30% dropout when scanning was included. At lower resolutions (16 Â 16 with 30% dropout in simultaneous perception; and up to 32 Â 32 with 30% dropout in long-term memory), caricaturing did not assist individuation because discrimination remained extremely poor regardless of whether the face was caricatured or not.
Overall, these results in simulated prosthetic vision: (a) suggest that caricaturing is likely to be a useful method to enhance the ability to tell apart individual faces in patients fitted with prosthetic devices, where the implants have a functional resolution of 40 Â 40 phosphenes or greater with 30% dropout; and (b) indicate that caricaturing may also assist patients with implants at 32 Â 32 or greater with 30% dropout at least in some situations (e.g., telling apart two people who are both present at the same time). Additionally, our present results suggest (c) that caricaturing is probably unlikely to be of benefit at 16 Â 16 with 30% dropout. Note, though, our results broadly show that caricaturing is effective once performance is off floor, so it is possible that caricaturing could be beneficial even at 16 Â 16 resolution if real world patients perform better at individual face recognition than suggested by our simulation results, and/or if adding a low-level manipulation (Section 5.3) can boost Veridical performance to above-chance levels.
Importantly, there is every reason to believe that the benefits of caricaturing we have demonstrated in simulated prosthetic vision will translate to real patients, and will not be affected by simulation limitations. Our recent studies (Barnes et al., 2016) show that when simulating phosphenes as we do here, relative differences between conditions are predictive of real patient performance across those conditions. This argues that simulation is valid as a method of comparing Caricatured with Veridical faces.
Combining caricaturing with low-level vision approaches to image enhancement
A final observation about our caricaturing results is that, while caricaturing significantly improved performance, it did not return prosthetic face recognition in the memory tasks to anything like normal vision ability (i.e., the level of performance for fullresolution color Veridical images). This argues that caricaturing should not be seen as a full solution to the problem on its own, but is best seen as part of a suite of image enhancement methods that may assist bionic eye patients to recognize faces. In future studies, it would be valuable to test caricaturing -a method of enhancing face-identity information that is targeted at face-space coding in mid-and/or high-level vision -in combination with previous approaches to face image enhancement that target earlier stages of the visual processing stream (contrast enhancement, edge extraction or filtering, Chang et al., 2010 Chang et al., , 2012 Li et al., 2005) , to evaluate whether the best overall face recognition performance in prosthetic vision might be obtained by combining caricaturing with one or more of these low-level types of enhancements. We also note that adding a low-level-vision-derived image enhancement could potentially raise face memory off floor at our 32 Â 32DO resolution; and, if so, we would expect that a caricature advantage should then emerge at this resolution.
Practical challenges in implementing caricaturing
For caricaturing to benefit prosthetic vision in actual patients, it must be possible for a face to be caricatured automatically in real time, either by the prosthetic device itself or by an external device that sends information to the prosthetic. No automatic real-time method of creating precise caricatures is currently available, although relevant progress has been made by computer scientists. Three steps are required. The first step is deciding what average face to caricature away from. In our present work, to ensure a caricaturing specifically of the person's identity information -independent of their general category information, such as caricaturing of racial or gender attributes -we selected, for each to-be-caricatured face, an average face that was closely matched to the target on 5 category attributes: age, sex, race, viewpoint, and expression. Currently, automatic techniques cannot determine this 5-way conjunction of attributes for a face with any reliability, although performance has been improving for single category attributes (Guo & Mu, 2010; Guo, Mu, Fu, Dyer, & Huang, 2009; Shan, 2012) . Psychological studies have not yet tested whether using a less-precise average (e.g., one that combines different ages, sexes and races) still produces caricature benefits in recognizing individuals. The second step is assigning landmark-point locations to place on the face images (e.g., marking the location of the corner of the eye). Here, we assigned at least 136 landmark points to specific locations in each face image by hand. Currently, real time assignment of landmark points automatically by computer code is possible, in multiple viewpoints (and with partial occlusion, e.g., with the person wearing glasses, or putting their hand up in front of their face in some video frames) for 68 landmark points (Yang, He, Jia, & Patras, 2015) ; this means the caricature will be somewhat less accurate than the 136-point versions we used here, but may still be useful for improving face recognition. Finally, once the average is selected and landmark points are assigned, the caricaturing procedure itself (morphing the image) must be carried out. Software for this purpose has been available for many years (Benson & Perrett, 1991) .
Conclusion
Our results in simulated prosthetic vision imply that in many settings, patient recognition of faces is likely to be substantially poorer than implied by previous studies, and that caricaturing may be a useful method to enhance patient performance. Note, however, that we were able to demonstrate benefits only for simulated resolutions of at least 32 Â 32 (with 30% dropout) or higher. Thus, although caricaturing may not be effective for retinal prostheses currently on the market (i.e., Argus II from Second Sight with 60 electrodes, Humayun et al., 2012) , it holds potential for devices designed for higher acuity, such as the Retinal Implant AG (38 Â 40 electrodes, Zrenner et al., 2011) , and the indevelopment photovoltaic retinal prosthesis (Wang et al., 2012) . We also note that our caricature findings will remain useful well into the future, should new implant technology be able to provide substantially higher resolutions. We observed that face recognition was improved by caricaturing even for full-resolution color images, to the same extent as for 40 Â 40 phosphenized images. This argues that caricaturing will be useful for any intermediate resolutions.
